ROCK GUARDS
ROCK GUARDS ARE CONSTRUCTED OF BRIGHT FINISH .100" ALUMINUM TREADPLATE. ROCK GUARDS ARE PROVIDED LOOSE ONLY IN A KIT WHICH INCLUDES TWO ROCK GUARDS AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS. THE WEIGHT OF THE ROCK GUARDS IS 3 POUNDS PER SET. THE ROCK GUARDS ARE DESIGNED TO FIT ALL BODIES WITHOUT MODIFICATION WITH THE FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONS:
- NOTCHING REQUIRED TO CLEAR GAS VENT LOUVERS IF THE OPTION HAS BEEN ORDERED
- NOTCHING REQUIRED TO CLEAR CAB ON KUV SERIES BODIES MOUNTED ON CUTAWAY CHASSIS
- NOTCHING REQUIRED TO CLEAR TORSION FLOOR OR CRK

ALUMINUM TREADPLATE TRIM KIT
.100" BRIGHT ALUMINUM TREADPLATE TRIM ATTACHED USING RECOMMENDED STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE. KIT INCLUDES TRIM FOR COMPARTMENT TOPS (FLIP-TOP OR STANDARD), TRIM FOR TOP OF SLAM TAILGATE, AND MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS. TRIM WILL HAVE TO BE CUT TO LENGTH BY DISTRIBUTOR FOR FLIP-TOP LIDS THAT ARE NOT FULL BODY LENGTH. TRIM FOR SLAM TAILGATE MAY ALSO BE ORDERED SEPARATELY. SPECIFY BODY MODEL WHEN ORDERING ANY TRIM KIT. KITS AVAILABLE LOOSE ONLY WITH THE FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONS:
- COMPACT BODIES OR WESTERNER BODIES
- 80", 82" OR 157" BODIES
- LINE BODIES OR CRANE BODIES
- BODIES WITH CANOPY ROOFS
- STANDARD BODIES WITH TELESCOPIC SLIDING ROOFS
- BODIES WITH CORNER MOUNTED CRANE KIT INSTALLED
- BODIES WITH RAISED FRONT COMPARTMENTS

**OPTION NO.** | **WEIGHT**
--- | ---
77009249 | 31
77009256 | 37
77009264 | 35
77009272 | 54
77009835 | 62
77009828 | 41
77009298 | 64
77009306 | 2.7

**APPLICATION**
- LOOSE, ALUM. TREADPLATE TRIM KIT- 96" FLIP-TOP BODIES
- LOOSE, ALUM. TREADPLATE TRIM KIT- 96" STANDARD BODIES
- LOOSE, ALUM. TREADPLATE TRIM KIT- 108" FLIP-TOP BODIES
- LOOSE, ALUM. TREADPLATE TRIM KIT- 108" STANDARD BODIES
- LOOSE, ALUM. TREADPLATE TRIM KIT- 129J STANDARD BODIES
- LOOSE, ALUM. TREADPLATE TRIM KIT- 132" FLIP-TOP BODIES
- LOOSE, ALUM. TREADPLATE TRIM KIT- 132" STANDARD BODIES
- LOOSE, ALUM. TREADPLATE TRIM- SLAM TAILGATE ONLY

**SERVICE BODY OPTIONS**

**APPLICATION**
- FLIP-TOP LID TRIM (COVERS TOP OF LID AND 2.31" ON EDGE OF LID)
- STANDARD TOP TRIM (COVERS TOP AND 7/8" FLANGE ON FRONT EDGE)

**PRICE**

---

Prices are FOB Quincy and subject to change without notice.